




By Jacob Fehr, Head of Children’s and Teen Services, Grande Prairie Public Library
Even now, years after it was first released, Minecraft endures I started with a few trial sessions using iPads from the chilas one of the most popular video games played by our dren’s department, and ultimately settled on hour-long
younger patrons. At the Grande Prairie Public Library our drop-in programs for ages 9 to 12. I tried running the program
Minecraft books are seldom on the shelves, and children with 8-year-olds, but found that in general, they weren’t
spend a fair amount of time playing Minecraft on our public mature enough for the program, and part of the problem was
computers (in spite of it never officially being installed). The due to the nature of Minecraft as a game: anything a player
enduring popularity of Minecraft is what led me to start creates in Minecraft may be destroyed. As a result, players
running a Minecraft program three years ago.

need to be mature enough to respect the other players’
creations and virtual belongings, but also mature enough to
handle their in-game items being destroyed or stolen. The
majority of 8-year-old participants I encountered tended to

For anyone who hasn’t played, Minecraft is a video game that
involves building in a blocky world. In creative mode, the
game is essentially a bottomless box of virtual blocks – the

steal and destroy other players’ virtual property (not
necessarily in a malicious way), and then became extremely
upset if the same was done to them.

players’ creations are only limited by their imaginations. In
survival mode, players must mine and collect materials before
using them, and challenges come from monsters, dangerous
situations, and even the character’s hunger.
Our choice of Minecraft: Pocket Edition was largely driven by
the shortcomings of the other options. The console edition of
Minecraft is limited to four players, and going beyond that
would require the purchase of a second console.

The

computer edition would have required us to set up and
manage a Minecraft server (or pay a provider to do it), and
would tie up our children’s computers for hours on end.
Pocket Edition, on the
other hand, runs on
many iOS and Android
devices, can be played
anywhere
access

to

there’s
a

wi-fi

network, and allows
for multiplayer games
hosted by one of the
active
devices.

players’

Those kinds of actions led me to adopt a standard warning I
originally provided at the start of every program, and then just
to individual newcomers once a core group of participants
emerged:
Due to the nature of Minecraft, things you’ve created in your
worlds may be destroyed or stolen by other players. Unfortunately, once it happens, there’s nothing I can do to fix it. For
that reason, I strongly suggest that you don’t play in worlds
you’ve spent a great deal of time working on. Either start a

new world, or play in someone else’s world instead.
Beyond that warning, I generally allow the players to police
themselves, because they seem fairly effective at it. If a
player will not stop behaving badly in-game, I address
everyone and make it clear that griefers (players who
deliberately

perform

actions

that

are

harmful

or

objectionable to other players) are not welcome, and that if
the behaviour doesn’t stop, I will remove those players from
the program.

That’s usually enough to deter most

misbehaviour because ultimately the players want to
continue to be able to participate.
So why is a Minecraft program good for the Library? Well, Finally, our Minecraft program attracts tween boys to the
I’m biased. Minecraft is really fun, and I like to think that’s library on a regular basis, a group we sometimes have trouble
enough. But I also believe playing Minecraft teaches children reaching otherwise.
valuable lessons about delayed gratification and getting along
with other people. It allows players to indulge their creativity Running a Minecraft program requires a wi-fi network,
while developing their communication and cooperation skills. players, mobile devices, and installed copies of Minecraft:
Pocket Edition. While many children may already own
Minecraft also teaches various lessons regarding Minecraft: Pocket Edition on their mobile devices, others
sustainability. Players see their impact on the landscape may not have access to a mobile device. For that reason, I’d
around them. Metal ores that are mined out will not suggest that libraries should have at least one or two mobile
replenish, and trees that are chopped down will not reappear devices for players to borrow during the program. Then it’s
unless players plant new ones. Scars on the landscape left by just a matter of connecting all the children to the wi-fi
mining or creeper explosions will remain until repaired by the network, ensuring they’ve updated Minecraft to its newest
players.

version, and letting them loose on the virtual worlds.

The Slave Lake Public Library is pleased to
announce the showing of...

As part of Riverboat Daze

Saturday July 9th 1:00

1981 semi-autobiographical Canadian film of author Olive
Frederickson, taken from the book of the same name. The film
stars Tom Skerritt as her first husband Walter Roemer who
was killed, Gordon Pinsent as her second husband John
Frederickson, and Ellen Burstyn as Olive. The movie was
filmed near Smith and many Slave Lake residents can be seen
as extras.












